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Synopsis

WileyPLUS is a research-based online environment for effective teaching and learning. WileyPLUS builds students’ confidence because it takes the guesswork out of studying by providing a clear roadmap; what to do, how to do it, if they did it right. With WileyPLUS, students take more initiative so you'll have a greater impact.
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Customer Reviews

I saw this and I was so scared that it was a scam or I would order the code and it wouldn't work for the class that I am in. So, I read the reviews and everyone had nothing but positive things to say so I ordered. I was still afraid, up until entering the code I received in my email the following day, but IT ALL WORKED OUT JUST PERFECT. I am taking Organic Chemistry I and the code worked and I saved almost $40 dollars compared to the WileyPlus price and I saved hundreds compared to the package that was being sold at the bookstore on campus. DON'T FEAR, ITS REAL, AND IT WORKS!!!!! I told myself that if it worked I'd write a review to minimize the fear that I know others will have and if it didn't work I'd write my entire review in all caps to alert everyone. I'm one happy customer.

I don't know who supplies these codes, but they are a God-send. I can't believe Wiley wants you to buy the book and then a code on top of it. Take it from me, skip the book and buy the code from as you get a full version of the book (online) with your code.

I bought this code for Spanish materials and it worked perfectly. The code does give you access to
an online ebook along with the privileges given to you by Wiley Plus. Just make sure to put it manually as copy pasting will not work.

I ordered this code from Educational_Textbooks. Their service was fast and helpful. The code was not meant for any specific course, and it worked for my linear algebra class (textbook name was Elementary Linear Algebra: Applications Version 10th edition).

It was exactly as described! brand new and perfect for my accounting class! saved me so much money, I love!

This code was a godsend! I was emailed the code shortly after purchasing so I didn't have to wait for it to arrive in the mail before accessing my class. WileyPlus' website gives me an ebook, class assignments, in-text research and all with one purchase of this code. It may seem pricey, but it's painless and cheaper than a new book AND code.

Mine worked perfectly, August 2016. Took an anatomy course which used Tortora's Principles of Anatomy and Physiology textbook from Wiley. Prof gave us the course code and I plugged Mo's access code and it was finished. No frills. Oh, and I got the email with the access code on the same day of purchase, with the shipping cost refunded. If I recall, it was sent within an hour or two of my purchase - amazing! Thanks Mo, you saved this poor college student some serious cash.

Awesome service, very friendly and most importantly trustworthy!!! Ordered my Wiley access code, the code worked. Everything worked out perfectly. Thanks again, Andrew... Would highly recommend this company!
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